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     Riernann-Roch type inequality for ample divisors
                  T.Matsusaka
     Let Vn be a complete non-singular variety and X a divisor
on V. We let X(X) = hO(V, O(X)) for the sake of simplicity.
Assuming Ehat X is ample on V, we are interested in finding
an inequality of the forrn
          Z(rx) 12 År(i (v,g(rx)) -- Q(r),
where r is a positive integer and Q(x) a polynomial with the
following properties:
(a) Q(x) depends only on n and degQ(x)Åqn;
(b) Each coefficient of Q(x) is a polynomial of the coe-
fficients of oG(v, g(mx)) and z(Kv(2),x("-2)) =2 over the
                              denotes a canonical divisor on V).field of rational numbers (K
                           v
     To simplify notations, we shall let d=x(n) and g=
       Åqn-1)I(Kv, X )•
     Essentially, terrninology and conventions are based on Weil's
" Foundations of Algebraic Geometry". Basic results in it and in
                  t -ttGrothendieck's "Elements de geometrie algebriques" will be used
freely. Aside from these, Kodaira vanishing theorern is essential
in g 1 (cf.Kodaira,"On a differential-geornetric method in the
theory of analytic stacks",Proc.,Nat.Acad.Sci.,U.S.A,l953),toge-
ther with resolution of singularities (cf.Hironaka,"Resolution
of singularities of an algebraic variety over a field of chara-
cteristic O",1-II,Annals of Math.,1964). Results in g 2 are
based in part on the following articles: Matsusaka-Mumford,"Two
fundamental theorems on deforrnations of polarized varieties"rAmer.
J.,1964;Matsusakar"Polarized varieties with a given Hilbert
polynomial",Arner.J.,1972. The contents of g 5 (AppendÅ}x),togetherc
with an application can be found in the following articles:
--  1-
代数幾何学シンポジウム記録
1981年度   pp.1-22
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Matsusaka，”On polarized varieties of dimension 3”，エー工工ー工工工，
Amer.J.,1979,1980,forthcoming. 
~ 1 Choice of u 
To begin with, we start with simple exact sequences of modu-
les of rational functions on V we are going to deal with. Let 
us assume for a moment that u is a positive integer with 
,l(l<v + uX) > 1. 
We consider the complete linear system ハ（l¥r+ uX) defined by 
l¥r + ux. 工ngeneral, when八isa linear system, we shall denote 
by八red the linear system which is obtained from八byremoving 
the fixed part of it, and call it a reduced linear system. 
Let us assume further that a suitable linear subsystem八
ofハ（l¥r+ uX) satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) ,l(rX + Kv + uX) = ~ (V，旦（rX+ Kv + uX) ) for all 
positive integers r~ 
(ii) ,l (l¥r + uX) > 1 and a general divisor W of八red is 
absolutely irreducible; 
(iii) A rational map f of V in七oa projective space defin-
ed by八doesnot decrease the dimension of V and does not 
collaspe (generically) each subvariety D of codirnension l; 
(iv) The linear system Tr0八red has reasonably big 
dimension for such D; 
(v) When u2 is the.intersection-product of n -2 general 
divisors of the complete linear system八（rnX) for large m (it 
is absolutely irreducible and non-singular），工（l¥r+uX+D,D,U）》 o
for each such D and l¥r + uX induces on U a numerically 
effective divisor (Le.arithmetically effective divisor). 
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We denote by 玉、w D. the fixed part of /¥ and use the con-
- .l 1 
vention that W = D . For each s, we can find a V-divisor T 
0 . s 
which is linearly equivalent to rX + K. + uX 四 I. 6 D., such v -o 1 
that every component of Ts-l () Ds is proper on V and simple 
on Ds・ Notethat Ts-l -DsれJTs・ Thenwe have the following 
exact sequences of modules: 
0一一ー テ L(Ts-1-Ds) ー 今L(Ts-1）ー今Tr0L(Ts-l) ー 今0,
s 
where L(A) denotes the module of rational functions g with 
div(g) +A >-o. When we denote also by ,l(Ds;Ts-l・D5) the 
dimension of H。（Ds；旦（Ts-1・Ds)),we get from the above the follow-
ing inequalities: 
J.(T -D) -J.(T ) + J.(D ;T .D )/, 0. -1 s s-1 s s-1 s う／
When we add these up, we find tha七
（工） J. (rX) -J. (rX ＋～＋ uX) + L J.(Ds;T5_1・Ds)~ 0. 
This is the basic inequality we are going to deal with. First 
we shall deal with the problem of finding a suitable u so that 
the five conditions above are satisfied. 
Conditions (iii),(iv), (v) are essential for n) 2, since 
we estimate J.(D ・T D ) in terms of intersection-numbers 
s’s-1 ・ s 
involving a general divisor of Tr /¥ • Moreover, we want to D ’‘ red s 
select u as small as possible. Therefore, we shall assume from 
now on that the characteristic of the universal domain is O. 
By our assumption above for the characteristic, the condi-
tion (i) is trivially satisfied by Kodaira vanishing theorem 
for all positive integer u. As to the first half of (ii), we 
note that the following fact is true. 
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Lenuna 1, l 
Let vn be a projective non-singular variety, ~ a canonical 
(n) 
divisor on V and Y a V-divisor such that Y > 0 and that 
the complete linear system 八（mY) determined by mY has no base 
point for large m. Then when u is an arbitrary non-negative 
0 
integer, there is at least one u such that 1 ~ u 4 n + 1 and 
!f.CV，旦（Kv+ UOY + uY））》 1・
This is an inunediate corollary of a generalization of Kodaira 
vanishing theorem. 
Corollary 1 
When we let T = ~ + u0Y + (n + l)Y, )'.(mT）矛 1 for all large 
values of m. 
Corollary 2 
(n-1) 
Let D be a subvariety of V of codimension 1. If 工（D,Y ) 
) 0 and D itself is non-singular, 
., (n-2）、工（K,,+ nY + D, D, Y ) -90. 
This follows at once from the above and from the adjunction 
formula. 
Corollary 3 
In the above Corollary 2, D may have singularities. 
Intersect n - 2 general members of the complete linear system 
/¥(mY) for large m, which is non-singular by Bertini’s theorem. 
Then desingularize D as an imbedded algebraic variety in Vn ,using 
succession of monoidal transformations with non-singular centers, 
pull back the above intersection (which is non-singular), apply the 
result of Corollary 2 and use basic results on exceptional curves 
of the first kind. (The original proof of the author was somewhat 
longer, The above simplification was suggested by Reid). 
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As an application, we get the following lenuna. 
~盟主 t.2
Let Vn be a non-singular projective variety and X an ample 
V-divisor, both rational over an algebraically closed field k. Let 
(1) (n-2) 
, •.• , Xrn be an independent generic divisors of the comp-
lete linear system f¥(rnX) for large rn and let u2 be the inter-
section-product of these n -2 divisors. Then ~ + uX , for 
u》 n+ 1, induces on U an arithmetically effective (i.e. n田町ica-
lly effective ) divisor on U. 
Let Y = ~ + uX and Y’＝ Y.U. As ,l'.(tY)) 0 for large t, 
,l'.(tY・） ') 0 for large t and for much larger rn. When that is so, 
)'. (tY’） > 0 for large t when a large fixed rn is fixed. 
When c is a curve on U which is not a fixed component of 
人（tY’），工（γ ，C）》 O. Also when ctZl》 o,we see that 工（Y',C ） ~O
by standard arguments. 
Assume now that C is a fixed component of 八（tY・） and that 
(2)/ 、0. Then C is a fixed component of Tr l'(tY). From the u，、
definition of U and from the fact that /¥.(tY) has a structure of 
an algebraic variety over k, it follows that /¥(tY) has a fixed 
component F and C is a component of F n U. When that is so, 
C = F.U from the definition of U and from the fact that F is 
”（n-2）、defined over k. By Corollary 3 above, I(K" + uX, F, X ) ~
(2) (n-2) . n-2 (2) 工ー（F ,X ) and the latter is -Cl/m ) .c . Hence the left 
hand side of the above is non-negative. This proves our lenuna. 
s 2 The choice of u(continued) 
Here we start reviewing some notions. Let Un be a variety 
defined over a field k and M a finitely generated module of 
rational functions on V which has a basis over k. Le七八 be
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the reduced linear system of U-divisors defined by the module M. 
Set theoretically, I¥ is the set of di visors div ( f) + Z, f E M , 
ぬ ere Z = L.C.M(div(f）仰， f三時． Moreover, "has a structure of an 
algebraic variety over k. Le七 f be a non時 degeneraterational 
map of U into a projective space P defined by M, and we take f 
so tha七 itis defined over k. Let H1, •.• , Hお be s independent 
generic hyperplanes in P over k (i.e. we assume that the set of 
coefficients of defining equations of the H. are algebraically in-
1 
dependent over k) • Then the intersection四 theoreticallydefined 
cycle f 工（Hl・.Hs) on U will be called a variable (n-s｝ー三工主主主－
~ f¥ over k. 工七 isuniquely determined up七0 lぃisor部主phisr詔・
Let Y be a k四 rationalU-divisor such that rY is loca工ly
(n-s）由l
principal for some integer r. 工（Y ,f (Hl ・・H5)) is well 
defined if dim Im(f）》 ι 工f dim Im(f) .( s, we define the above 
number to be O. Then the number is independent of base extensions 
of k. This number will be denoted by the symbol 
｛ね叩お） " [ s]工作 , I¥ 
Another way of defining the number is as follows. Le七
z1, .•• , Zs be independent generic divisors of /¥over k. Le七七he
Ai be七heproper components of z1 ('t ...ハ九 on U of the multi時
plicities ~i such that the k-closure of supp(Ai) = U. Then 
!. ~iAi is a variable (r日）ーcycleof /¥over k. 
. [ s] 
When u is non岬 singularand complete, f¥ can be regarded as 
the numerical equivalence class defined by t.aiAi. With respect 
to七heconcep七 ofvariable eye工es,we shall list some of七heknown 
results and trivial consequences of them. Proofs or essential part 
of them ean be found in writer ’s ar七icles （＇’Two fundamenta工七heorems




Let Un be a projective variety, non-singular in codimension 
1 and Y a U-divisor such that the complete linear system ~（mY) 
contains a hypersurface section of U for large m. Let /¥be a 
linear system of U-divisors, defined by a finitely generated module 
M of rational functions on U and f a non-degenerate rational 
map of U into a projective space defined by M. Assume that 
dim工m(f) = s. Then 
dim f¥ = dim M -1延工（Y(n-s），八［s]) + s -L 
Lerruna 2.2 
With the same notations and assumptions of Lemma 2 .1, let ／＼.’ 
be a linear subsystem of八. Then 
(n四 s) , [s] /' (n-s) A [sJ 
工（Y ，八 ）毛工（Y , ('¥ 
Lemma 2.3 
With the same notations and assumptions of Lemma 2.1, assume 
further that dim工m(f) = n. Let A be a subvariety of U of 
codimension 1 such that its proper image f[A) has dimension 
s < n -1. When f’ is the restriction of f on A, a general 
fibre B of f’ has dimension n -1 -s. Moreover, we have the 
following results. (a) Let 八＊ be the set of all those Z ~八
with supp(Z）コ supp(B). Then f¥* is a linear subsystem of人of
codirnension 1. (b) 
工（Y(n-1-s), A.* [s+l））《工作（n由 1-s), /¥. [s+l］）ー工（Y(n-1-s) ,B). 
Lerruna 2.4 
Let Vn be a non-singular projective variety and X an ample 
V-di visor. Assume that .X (I¥r + uX) ~ 1 and八＝八（I¥r+ uX）・ Then
I (X (n-i), J¥ [i］）辱 d(u＋志／d)i.
Remark Note that .X (Kv + uX) ~ 1 implies that u + ! /d > 0. 
7 
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From Lemmas 2.1 and 2.4, we get 
Lemma 2.5 
With the same notations and assumptions of Lemma 2.4, let八’
be a linear subsystem of八， satisfying dim I¥’詮 d(u＋号／d)n-1+ n-1. 
Let g be a non-degenerate rational map of U into a projective 
space defined by 八’（i.e. by a definning module of 八’）・ Then
dim工m(g) = n, 
provided that u + § /d ~ 1. 
Going back, as in Lemma 2.5, to our original pair (V, X), we 
define a series of polynomials as follows. 
'l.(x) = x + ~ /d ; 
Rn (x) = ! 1 n-1 d・.， (x) i; 
R'n(x) = d・色（x)n/(n!+ 1) + d・-1,.(x); 
R”n (x) = (d + 1/ (n!+l））今（x)n-1+ n; 
R*n(x) = Rn(x) + R’n(x) + R”n (x). 
Lemma 2.6 
Let {¥ = I¥ (KV + uX) and assume that u + 5/d之 l and that 
dim /¥ -R* n (u) ) 0. Then there is a linear subsystem A’ofハ
with the following properties: (a) A non『 degeneraterational map f 
of v into a projective space defined by八’ issuch that 
dim工m(f) = n; (b) f has no contractible subvariety of V of 
codimension l; (c) When D is a subvariety of V of codimension 1, 
dim Tr 八 v -" ~と’t,.(u)n-l/(n!+l) + 1. D red 
Remark We say that a subvariety A of V is contractible by 
f, if f is defined at some point of A and the induced rational 
map f’ of f on A is not generically finite) 
-8-
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Outline of a proof We define two types of operations on 
linear substst凹 sof /¥ • Denote by v （四時・ w} the number of 
type I (resp. 七ype工工｝ operations. We define A拙 /¥ (0, 0) and 
denote by A《v,w) the result of applying the type I operations 
v-times and the type工Ioperations W岬 times. Assume that A (v,w) 
has been defined as a linear subsystem of (¥ (v' , w') with v + w =
v’＋ w・＋ 1 and that dim A(v,w) >d.1,,(u)n－工＋ n -1. Tl山
means in particular that a non時 degenera七era七ionalmap fv,w of 
V into a projective space, defined by f¥ (v ,w}, satisfies (a). 
Assume七.hat fv,w has a con七ractiblesubvariety of codimen-
sion 1. We apply Lemma 2.3 and get a linear subsystem of人（v,w)
which wiエ be called a type I operation and the resulting linear 
system will be denoted by /¥<v+l,w）・ Wehave 
{2.1) dim f¥ (v+l,w) = dim I¥ (v,w）ーエ；
L 1 n-1工（X(nぺ） , /¥ (v+l,w) (i]) ~ !. 1 n-1工（X(n-i),f¥(v,w) (i］ト1・
When there is no such subvariety of codimension 1, we look 
for a subvarie七Y D of V of codimension 1 such 
dim Tr0八（v,w)red~ "t,,(u)n-1/(n~ + 1). 
When there is such D, weヲe七
(2・2) dim （八（v,w)red-D）注 dimf¥ (v,w）ー制u)n-1;cnl.+1）叩 1.
Froぉ A (v ,w) red -D, we recover a linear subsyste犯人（v,w÷工｝ of 
八（v,w) with at least one additional fixed component D. From 
{2.1), {2.2) and from the corr証nentabove, we find that 
dim f¥(v,w) ~dim 八ー V 叩 w. ( '1,.(u)n問 1/(nt叫） + 1) , 
~1 n-1 (n-i) [iJ ど 1n-1 (n-i} /¥ [i] 
1 工（X ，八（v,w) ）、工 1 工（X , A - , 
as 八（v,w) has been obtained from successively by these two 
operations. Moreover, since the left hand side of the second 
formula is non-negative, v + wζ九（u) by Lemma 2・4,and 
-9--
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v ~ Rn (u) in particular. As w is at most the number of total 
A ,/ ., ｛ね叩1)
fixed component of a linear subsys七emof八 z w ~I (I<.,，÷ux,x 
= d. -<. (u). When that is so, 
dimへ（v,w）》 dim八田 Rn(u）ー R'n (u) ') R”n(u）・
This shows that dim 'f¥ （刊しw) or dim 人（v,w+l))"-d・も（u)n-1
イト n 田 1. Our lemma follows fどomthis at once. 
Proposition 2.1 
Let u be a positive integer satisfying 
u ~ n + 2, 
:Y.,(V,Q_ （~ + uX））品 R*n(u))>O.
There is a linear subsystem 八’ of 八（~ + uX) which satisfi総務
our requirements (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v). Moreover, 
du2 + 2写u÷三〉。
for such u7 and f¥' satisfies (a) , (b）パc) of Leroma 2. 6. 
Note that the last statement follows from Lemma 1.2. 
喜3
Even though f¥ （~ + uX) may not satisfy our five reqなirementE
in ~ 1, we have found that a suitable linear subsy枇 emof it 
satisfies all those conditions. From now on, we shall fix one 
such liほ arsゆ systemand call i七人．
工nparticular, W = D denotes a general divisor of 
0 
/¥red and 1:1 w Di denotes七hefixed part of /¥ . Ts is a V四
divisor, linearly equivalent to KV + (u吋）x －工0sDi such 
that T f¥ D is a proper intersection on V, where r is 
s a’s+l 
an arbitrary positive integer. We are going to estimate 
ho(Ds；豆（Ts四 1・Os))= ,l(Ds;Ts-1・Ds) and their sum. 
-10一
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工norder to do it, first we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1 
Let むn be a normal projec七ivevariety and A a U-divisor 
such七ha七尽A is linearly equivalent to a hypersurface section of 
U for some large m. Let A be a U-divisor 際問hthat l¥(mZ) is 
free from a fixed component and is not composed of a pencil for large 
m. Assume that v.A (n）》工（A(n-l),Z) for some positive integer v. 
Then for large t ，八（川（n！＋工）A) contains '(¥(tZ) + F as a 
linear subsystem, where F is a suitable fixed positive divisor 
on u. 
Proof To simplify no七a七ions,we let t be an arbi七raily
large positive integer, divisible by n! + 1 and t’（n! ÷1) ＝七・
We have 
n明 1 n (n) I J.(tvA) = e tnゃの t + ..• + e , e 部 VA /n. 
1 
n （川、（n-1)By our assumption, v A ~ I ( vA) , Z) and hence 
e~ ） t (n-1）、 l n-1) ー（l/n.）工（（VA) ,Z）ヌ（1/(n.+l)) I ((VA) , Z). 
Let B be a general divisor of ／＼＜七’Z). B is absolutely irreducト
ble by Bertini雪stheorem and 
ノ（n-1)｛打 。くJ.（七vA）由主（ (tvA) ,B) -n 
We have the following exact sequence 
oー 今 L(tvA四お）…今L(tvA) ~TrBL(tvA）…み0.
Hence dim TrBL(tvA) = dim L(tvA) -dim L(tvA削除）． 工f L(tvA -B) 
is empty, we get dim Tr L(tvA) = dim L(tvA). On the other hand, 
B 
( (n-1) dim TrBL（七vA）モ工（ (tvA) ,B) + n -1 by Lemma 2.1. This, 
七oge七herwith七heabove equali七y leads to a contradiction with ｛合｝．
Lemma 3.2 -Definition 
工（W, Di’x<n-2)) ~ du2 + 2号u+ 7.= re.
-12叩
Proof We may assume that w and the D. inter殴ectproperly 
1 
(n-2）、on V. Then I (W, D . , X ）タ 0 for all j. It follows that J r 
I (W, Di’ x<n-2） ζ工（W,KV ÷uX, X(n-Z））・滋your choice of u 
(n-2）、and Cor.3,Lemma 1.1 工（D K + ux X ) ~ 0 for all j. ’ j’V ’白
(n四 2）〆（2) (n-2) When that is so，工（W, D. , X ｝込工｛｛玄＋ UX) , X ) • 
1 v 
Our Lemma follows at once from this. 
Lemma 3.3 
Neither A red nor Tr0 I¥ red is composed of a pencil for 
an arbitrary subvariety D of codimension 1 of V for n >2. 
Proof As a non叩 degeneratera七ionalmap of V into a 
projective space defined by /¥ maps V on a variety of dimension n 
(cf.Lemma 2.6), /¥ cannot be composed of a pencil. 
By the same Lemma, the same map maps D on a variety of 
dimension n 叩 l generically. Therefore Tr /¥ cannot be 0・ red
composed of a pencil for n > 2.












































and the same is七ruefor a general 




There is a normal variety D* s and a birational morphism gs 
of D*s on Ds with the following proper七ies.
(a) Denote by gs-l(Tr0/¥.red) =Iヤs the linear sys主emon D*s’ 
s -1 the smalles七 linearsystem containing the g (A) for general A 
s 
in Tr0 /¥ red. Then （＼～，red has no base point. 
s ，田l
(b) .l (Ds; Ts-1・0s>4 .l(D* s; gs (Ts-1・Ds)), the latter being defined 
J. * -1 by dim I¥ (D s; gs (Ts-l・Ds))+ 1 here. 
、でま
(c) When Z*s denot側 ageneral divisor of N ., , tZ* + F is ’‘ s,rea 
' -1 linearly equivalent to -( （お目玉｝．÷工｝七t(g 今 (X.D ) for large 七 and s s 
for. a s沼itable F > 0. 
Proof (ii) is obvious for all such (D* , g* ). To make the 
s s 
notations simpler, we shall omit indices s. 
Let f be a non叩 degeneraterational map of V into a projec-
space by f¥ red. Then the induced map f' by f on D is obvi-
ously defined by Tr0 f¥. red. Let G be the graph of f’ and 
(D* , f ) be the normalization of D. Let 'I"加 theprojection of 
G on D. Both ' and常 arebirational訟orphis榔・
-1 ＇もAs is well known and easy to see，常（Tr0I¥ red) defined as 
in (a) is a linear system of divisors on G such that its reduced 
part (i.e. the linear system -the fixed part) haぉ nobase point. 
Let g = ti" o j and we take (D*, g) for our purpose. 
Then it is clear that g-1(Tr0八red)= I¥* is a linear system 
on D* such that I¥* red has no base point. 
Le七 Z* be a general divisor of f¥ *red and X* = gーヱ（X.D）・
Then we have 
工（Z*, X*(n-2))0＊加工（g(Z吋，（X.D)(n-2> >o <I (W.D, (X.D) {n-2> >o 
(n『 2) , i (n-1) 
＝工｛W, D, X ) ~ "C 4 "C.工（D,X ) (cf.Lemma 3.2) 




Therefore, {c) follows from Lemma 3.1. 
Using our Le訂una3. 4 we transla七e the problem of estimating 
-1 
)'.{Ds; Tsーェ.Ds) 七othat of )'.(D*5; ヲs {Ts時ェ.Ds））・ For七hispurpose 
we have 七o carry out the f oエowing七woprograms. 
｛工） Determine ) i , as small as possible，ぉo that {on D* s> 
(i) * {n鵬 i脚 2)工（Y＊畑、~.Z*,Z* ,X5 )<01 s 1 s s 
組問l
where y女 isa general divisor of 八｛D* ; g {T 可.D) ) _, and 
e・ 8 s s-.L s red 
X*s =gs l(X.Ds）・
｛工工｝ Find どelationsbetween 
押（n叩 2)工＜I<.÷ ｛計r)X, Ds' X ). 
A consequence of ｛主｝ is as王cエows. For七hesake of simpli由
(n由 2)
工｛Y*, Z* ,. s sυ s 
and 
city ，工etus omit indices s. For an arbitrary positive integer v , 
denote by Z*{v) a general divisor of the complete linear system 
f¥CvZ*) , which has no base point. Then we get first an inequality 
,l(Y*) '-)'.(Z*Cv1J; Y*.Z*(V1)), using the exact sequence 
0 －う L{Y費四ド＜ Y 1> J→ーL(Y＊）ー今 Trz＊（仏）L{Y女）ーうo.
On Z＊（ジ｝，工（Y*.Z＊（ジ｝ージ Z*Z＊｛沙｝ {X*. Z* （長） (n-3)) 
1 2 ・エ’
z 工｛り－ ~zZ*, Zペ負）' X* (n-3≫ D* = ")l・I(Y＊叫ゾ2Z*, X*(n-3))D女く 0・
Hence, using a similar exac七 sequenceas above, we find that 
,r { z合｛ '9 ) ; Y*. Z* （骨））く ）＇.{ Z* ｛ジ） . Z * { ¥) ) ; Y*. Z * （ψ工） . z女｛ザ 2＞）・l 、 1 2 
『T n-2 Continuing this, and denoting by If 1 Z * ( )Ii) the inter sec七ion
product of the Z＊｛ジi)' we see that 
かめ )'. (Y＊） ζ.l'.<1f1n-2Z*( ))i); Y*.1f1n-2Z＊（リi))
~ deg 仇寸T;,n-2Z*｛円） + 1 ＝寸1n-2》仁川， Z*(n-2)) + 1・
Therefore, the purpose of ｛工工｝ mus七 aエsobe clear. 
言4 So工u七ionsof ｛工｝ and ｛工工｝．
哩田－wWe select indices in W + l. D W -D so that the follow問
4・1 i’－ 0 ’ 
? ?? ?
?
conditions are satisfied: 
W = D , o ’ 
I( I: s-lD., D, x<n-2≫ ')-0 for alヱ i.
1 s 
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This is possibヱeby Lemma工.2, Proposi七ion2.1 and by Kodaira事S




Assume that f¥(D*s; gs (Ts-l・Ds））戸孔 Let Y*s 
divisor of the reduced linear system obtained from the 
above and X* = g 1cx.D ）・ Thens s 
｛お四2) v (n時 2)工（Y* , X* ) ~工（D , K廿÷（u÷r)X, X ) ～ s v 
"' I (I¥;÷uX, I¥;÷ 伐材）X,x<n-2））・
be a general 
linear system 
Proof For the sake of simp工icity,we shall omit indices s. 
Since X is an ample divisor on V , we get the following series 
of equalities and inequalities: 
工（Y*, X* (n-2≫ D* .$ I (g -1 (Ts-1・Ds), X*(nサ≫D* 
(n-2）一（n叩 2)
＝工（Ts-1・D5 , (D.X) ) ー 工（T 可， D I x ) D s-.1. 
.. -1 (n-2) 
＝ヱ（Ds, I¥; ÷（u吋）X時主。 Di’X ） 
ザ （n-2) L (n-2) 4工（D, I¥;÷ ｛口付）x, x ) ＂＇工（ KV÷ux，～÷｛計工）x, x 
The last portion follows from Lemma ] •2 since u + r ') n + 1. 
Lemma 4.2 
With the same notations and assumptions of Lemmas--3主~ and 4.1, 
(i) *(n酬 i附 2))
工（Y*s,Z*s ,X D* 
s 
[ ( ( n -1) ! +1 ) fC] i I (I¥; + uX，～＋ (u吋）X, x(n-2））・
Proof We shall omit s fo主七hesake of simplici七Y・ By 
Le賠 ia3・4, (c), ((n明日！÷工）t 'CXへ＞tZ＊ ÷F , F )" 0 forエミrge 七・
Moreover, by七hedefinition of y会， wemay 




* {i) * {n-i-2} ,. {i-1）也＊{n-i-2)) t. I {Y*, Z , X ）‘工｛Y*, Z* ,tZ* + F, X 
I * {i-1) * (p-i-1）、ミ｛ {n-1) !+l）七吃工｛Y*I z . . I ) 
This implies 工作＊， Z*{i~ ,X*(n-i-l ））~［（（ n-1) t十日匁］iI(Y*,X*(n-2））・
The rest of our lemma follows from this and from Lemma 4.1. 
Lemma 4.3 
Keeping the same notations of Lemma 3. 4, Let g ~-l (Tr,.. I¥ －~－＂） 
- s 
f¥*s and Z*s a general divisor of /¥*s,red" Then we have the 
following results: 
(a）八＊s[n-1］》｛u+ ¥/d)n-l/{n!+l) -n + 3: 
(b) [ ( {n-1) !+;i.）化］i工｛Z* {n-i-1) ,x* (i））》 Z*s {n-1) 
s 
、言 n-1 t 今~｛u ＋事Vdl I Cn.+ll - 3 
Proof By our choice of u and f¥ {cf.Proposition 2.1), 
dim Tr A 三11.(u)n-l;cnJ+l) + 1, 
D red 
where the indices s are omitted as usual. By Lemma 2.1, 
A .JI' A [n-1] 
dim Tr 0 f¥ red喝｛TrDI¥ red) + n -2. 工t follows tha七
A [n-1] n-1 ，帽八＞.；－ 1.{u) I (n.+l) - ~ D’、 red) ,・ 
Since we have the obvious equality (Tr 人） [n-1］＝八＊［n-1]D red ，、
(a) is thereby proved. 
By Lemma 3.4, ( (n-1) l+l）七乍 P N tZ* + F, F > 0 1 for large t 
and 八＊red has no base point. It follows that 
工（tn-iZ*(n-i) ,X* (i-1）ζ工（tn-i-lZ*(n-i-1),tZ* + F, X*(i-1)) 
~工（tn-i-lZ* (n-i-1)' { (n-1) !+1) ttr X*, X* (i-1)) • 
Hence 工（Z*(n-.i) ,X* {i-1））《（ (n-1) !+l）乞工（z*＜~－ i_:-ll ,x* (ill • 
* (n-1) _ A* [n-1] When we repeat this, use (a) and note that Z -I¥ 
(b) follows at once. 





With the same notations and assumptions of Lenunas 3.4 and 4.1, 
．』『
assume further七hat 山｝〉ふらエ） (n-3)}. Let 
Ci =d .1.( u > I C屯ベロ）n-1_ (n~÷工） (n－~） ] , 
f = (du2 + 2延u ＋宅）／［ -t.(u)n-1 - (n！バ｝｛お岬j)l・
Then 工（Y*sーザZ*s' Z* s (i), X* (n-i-2)) < 0 for 1 ~i ~ n-2 if 
訪＞ (n:~+ll{( <n-1) !+1河｝ n-2（町十守）・
Proof As usual, let us omit indices s. Let 
工＝工（Y＊－：－”Z*, Z* (i), X* (n-i-2））・
* (i) * (n-i-2) * (i+l) * (n冊 i-2工＝工作h z , x ｝ーがI(Z , 
ζ ｛（（n-1）！÷ヱ｝寸iI（～ ÷ux，～手作河川， x(n-2)) 
r 'a '-n-'i・：2 l n－工 t :¥. （ー '9/ _( (n-1) !+l)'t} ｝｛怜（u) /(nf吋＞tp 時計主｝，
Therefore, all we have to do is to take 1 so that the right hand 
side of the above stric1ニlynegative. 
we now define the number ') as follows: 
.V=[(n！叫） ( (n斗） l+1) n'-1ぽ n-1（ぬr +. ~ ).] + 1, 
where the笠些己 [t ) here is used tοdenote the largest integer 
which does no七 exceedt. Then we ge七七hefollowing result ir叡1ediate制
ly fどomthe above Lemma, Lerr叡1a3. 4, Lemma 4 .1 and from the formula 
｛付） in 喜3.
Proposition 4.1 
With the notationぉ of ~ 3, assume that 
1-s = )'.(Ds；九四1・Ds)> 0. 
Then 
(n畑 2)らく ν ．工（Ds＇～÷（ u+r)X,X ) + 1.
”（n-2) By our cho主ceof u and by Lernr結 1.2, I(D , K.，÷（u÷r)X,X ) s v 





Ll(D8; T8_1・Ds）ざ )ln-2I(Kv+ uX, KV+ (u+r)X, x(n-2)) 
, (n-1) ＋工（K,,+ uX, X ). 
s 
An analogus formula七0 （工）， s 1, in terms of our linear subsystem 
八of 八（KV+ uX) is valid. 必（V，旦（KV+ (u+r)X)) is a polynomial of 
degree n in u + r, whose coefficien七sin absolute values coincide 
wi七hthose of '}.-(V ,Q.(mX)). Hence i七 isa polynomial of degree n in 
r wi七h 七he leading coefficient d/n! and the remaining coefficients 
are polynomials in u and the coefficien七s of が（V,Q.(mX)) and "'£
with in七egercoefficients. Thus we ge七 thefollowing theorem. 
Theorem 
Let u be a posi七iveinteger, satisfying 
u乙n + 2, '¥,(u)= u + ~ /d ') {Cnl刊） (n-3)} l/(n-1), 
？ι（V，旦（KV+uX)) > R器n(u),
with d = x(n），と＝工（KV,x(n-1)), R帯n(x) = Rn(X) + R'n(x) + R”n(x), 
R (x) = d. i , n-l 1. (x)i, R’ ( x) = d・む（x)n/(n! + 1) + d 1..(x), 
ょ n
n-1 ., _ (2) (n-2) 
R”n(x) = (d + l/(n!+l)). '¥.(x) + n. Further, let マー工（KV ,X ), 
r an arbitrary positive iri.teger and d0 = d/n!, d1, ... , dn 七hecoe-
fficien七sof チ（V，旦（mX)) as a polynomial in m. Then there is a 
polynomial Q(x0，・・・，xn,xn+l) with rational coefficien七s, which de-
pends only on n and which has degree n -1 in x , such七hatn+l 





~ 5 Appendix 
Let v3 be a non-singular projective variety and X an ample 
V-divisor. Using the same notations of the foregoing paragraphs, 
assume七hat
1(rX) l R帯3(r）・
Then the comple七elinear syst側／＼ (rX) contains a linear subsystem八，
sa七isfyingthe conditions (a),(b),(c) of Lemma 2.6, when 1.(u) is re-
p工acedby r and n by 3. In七hisparagraph, we remove七heres七z’ic-
七ionon七hecharac七eristic, and assume七ha七 thecharacteristic of the 
universal domain is characteristic p. We proved,in”Polarized 3町
folds in charac七eristic p", the fo工owingf ac七s. Let 
'(X) = r附（roo七sof dx2÷2毛x+ ~ = 0) if there is a non-
nega七iveroot, 
= 0 o七herwise.
Le七 u be a posi七ivein七eger, sa七：isfy主将込》 max(~ (X）÷工÷¥S¥;d,3)j 
then for an arbitrary subvariety D of V of codimension 1, 
工（KV＋叫＋ D, D, X）字 o，工（KV+ uX, D, X）》 0.
Using our linear system八inthe similar way as in ~ 3, ~ 4, 
工e七七ingagain W + 'f.1w Di to be a genera工di visor of {¥ , and 
T N K -i°. s-lD . s叩 1 v -o i ' 
we consider an exact sequence 
。一→♀（Ts-1-Ds）ー今立（Tsー ジー今♀（Ds;Ts-1.Ds）ー テー0.
The corresponding cohomo工ogyexac七 sequenceyie工ds
!(Ts) -.l'.(T日開1)+ .l(Ds; .Ds）ー hl（立（Ts))+ hl(Q.(Ts-1））》 0・
When we sum these up, we find that 
(5・U .l'.(Kv -rX) 叩 .l(KV) ÷ 玄l(Ds;Tsーエ.Ds) 甲 hl（呈（KV 叩 rX))÷h工｛立（Kv) );>,Q 
19-
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As in ~ 3- ~ 5, we estimate 1..)'.(D5;Ts-l・Ds）・ Forthis purpose 
we assume as before that the indices has been chosen so that 
工（工 s-lD., D, X)) 0. 
0 i s 
We pass to the normalization of D and consider the complete s 
linear system determined by.the transform of T 、.D (taking T 、S-.J. S よ
so that no component of the intersection is singular on Ds) and 
the linear system determined by Tr0八red" But in order to 
s 
simplify notations, we shall iden七ify D with its normalization, s 
since it would not confuse our discussions. 
Let Y be a general divisor of 八（D ; T ぃ D) ~andZ ，、 s s-.J. s rea 
a general divisor of (Tr0 (¥ red) red. By our choice of h，出e
s 
latter linear system is not composed of a pencil. It follows that 
Z is of the form ptZ’s with an absolutely irreducible Z's and s 
a non-negative integer t. When that is so, the complete linear 
system determined by Z has the property that a general divisor s 
is absolutely irreducible. Therefore, we may assume from the 
beginning that Z itself is absolutely irreducible in the follow-
s 
ing discussions. 
We look for the smallest possible positive integer V such that 
工（Ys－事 Zs’X) ＜＇.よ O,
assuming that f¥(Ds;Ts-l・Ds) is not empty. We have 
I(Ysーサzs,x) ＝工（Ys,X）ーヅ工（Zs,X) 
~工（～－ ！.。s-lDi’Ds,X）ーれ（Zs,X)
延工（1, Ds’X) - V 工（Zs,X)
手工（1,+ uX, Ds, X）ージ工（Zs,X)
ζ工（1,+ uX, rX, X) - V 工（Zs,X)
by our choice of u. 
Assume that !(Zs' X）く r. Then 
3trX.Ds N tzs + F , F )'0 
20-
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by Lemma 3.1 and Lenuna 2.6(a version of). It follows that 
3工（Zs,trX)~ I(Zs，七Zs＋めち七（TrD f¥ red) [2] ~ tr2 /7 
s 
by Lemma 2.1 and by our version of Lemma 2.6. Thus I(Zs,X）亭ど／21
and it is enough七o take V手21（ま ÷du）・
Assume this time that 工（Zs,X)~ r. In this case, it is 
obvious thatψ 》（・~ + du) is enough. Therefore we conclude that 
(5.2) when ψ＝ 21（ミ＋ du），工（Ys-'l z8,x) < o.
Next we look for an upper bound for I(Z綴，X)• 
(2) 口（X ,D ) ＝工（X,w, D ) + L . ，工（X, D. , D ) s l. •1.1. 
t予工（Zs’X)＋～.I(Ds <2≫, 
where a is the coefficient of D in the reduced expression s 
for W + L 1 w Di. 加工（~ + uX÷D ID , X）》 o，工（~ + uX, Ds1X) s s 
守 0, it follows that 
r工｛X<2>, Ds）》 I{Zぉ， X) -r. ( ~ + du) 
1/ !(Zs' X) -r(s+ du）・工（X(2),Ds）・
Thus we get 
(5・3）工（Zs1X）ζr.｛之＋ du+l).I{x<2> ,Ds). 
We can find now an upper bound for J.(D ; T 1・D ) • From s s情 i s 
(5.3) and Lemma 3.1, 
3tr （ミ＋ du + 1) .X.D8 N tzs + F , F )-0 
for large t. Assume that 代（Ds;Ts-1・D8) is not empty. Using 
the notation of (5.2), 
J. (Y s）毛~ (deg Y s • Zs + 1） ζ 3r叫（わ du+ 1）工（Ys,X) +)I 
~ 3r訪｛ミ φdu+ 1）工（Ts-1’D8, X）φν 
= 3r ') ( ~今 du÷ 、1) I （~ -Lo s-lDi’Ds' X) + 1) 
~ 3r ') （ミ÷仇÷日工（~， Ds’X）やジ．
When ~ above is replaced by K + uX , the right hand side is v 
strictly positive for all s, and we get 
-21-
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)'.(Y5) ~ 61（を＋ du + 1) （を＋ du)r. 工（~ + uX, 05,X) + 21 （~ +du). 
From this, we ge七
(5.5) !.)'.(Y8)1:61（号＋ du + 1) ( ~ + du) 2r2 + 21 （ミ＋ du）・dr,
~ w as the number of components in W + .1 Di is at most dr. 
From this and from (5.工） , we ge七
h2(V，旦（rX))~ J. （~四 rX）叩 pg+ h1(V，旦（~））
÷61 気.2(7けれど2÷21~dr,
χ＝日＋ du. 
Using this, we can conclude that when J.(rX) is large enough, 
and when (U,Y) is an an arbitrary deformation of (V,X) in 
characteristic p, J.(rY) is large enough. But in characteristic 
p ) 0, definitions and details haマe to be worked oば a 工i七七工ebi七
more carefully than the case of characteristic O. For details, 
( R.oc. c.i 't. ). 
see the author ’s paper<) -
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